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Identify the mood used in the highlighted verb in each sentence.

Verb Moods

Are ventriloquists, after all, the most or least

popular of all entertainers we have?

1)

If you had done the dishes, we would be eating

dinner now.

2)

If Liam had hit a home run, we would be

champions already.

3)

Is Shanghai the commercial capital of China just as

Beijing is the country’s political capital?

4)

Mr. Jenkins, a famous photographer, clicks

beautiful pictures.

5)

Hannah suggested that Kevin enrol for a course

in designing.

6)

Please clean the closet this weekend.7)

I wish I were rich and famous.8)

InterrogativeConditional Subjunctive

Indicative Imperative
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Name :
Answer Key

Identify the mood used in the highlighted verb in each sentence.

Verb Moods

Are ventriloquists, after all, the most or least

popular of all entertainers we have?

1)
Interrogative

If you had done the dishes, we would be eating

dinner now.

2)
Conditional

If Liam had hit a home run, we would be

champions already.

3)
Conditional

Is Shanghai the commercial capital of China just as

Beijing is the country’s political capital?

4)
Interrogative

Mr. Jenkins, a famous photographer, clicks

beautiful pictures.

5)
Indicative

Hannah suggested that Kevin enrol for a course

in designing.

6)
Subjunctive

Please clean the closet this weekend.7) Imperative

I wish I were rich and famous.8) Subjunctive

InterrogativeConditional Subjunctive

Indicative Imperative
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